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The main focus areas of our research group are (1) microstructure of diffusionless transformation, (2) kink 
deformation in layered material, (3) shape memory alloys, and (4) steels.  
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A considerable majority of I clusters form by paired nucleation or branching.

Introduction of second shear
for V1/V2 pair (lath)
for V1/V17 pair (thin-plate and lenticular)

I identity matrix
gi shearing magnitude
di shearing direction

pi shearing plane
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Lenticular martensite in steel
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Variant pairs with small are observed frequently in the actual microstructure

Kinematical theory of kink microstructure (Mg-Zn-Y alloys)
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Contribute to the excellent 
mechanical properties.

Disclinations are formed
in the kink band connections.
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